Auditor Pre Registration/ Interested Rider Application
Riding Through The Levels: SFDA Symposium
Friday April 19 (evening) - Sunday, April 21, 2019
HIPICO Indoor Arena, Santa Fe, NM
Name:
Email:
Number Where We Can Reach You:
Address:

USEF# (if applicable):
USDF# (if applicable):
I am a member of a USDF Region 5 GMO:
No____________
Yes____________ Name of GMO______________
I would like to attend the symposium as an Auditor
Check one:
____ GMO member, one-day registration: $35
____ GMO member, two-day registration: $55
____non-GMO member, one-day registration: $40
____ non-GMO member, two-day registration: $60

I would like to participate in the symposium as a Rider.
Cost: $95, plus HIPICO fees for stall (day or overnight), or haul-in.
NO____
YES____

If yes, which level would you be able to ride/demonstrate?
_____Intro
_____Second
_____Training
_____Third
_____First
_____Fourth

Rider/ horse pairs will be selected based on demonstrated success (not necessarily in
shows) riding at least one level above the one they would be demonstrating. Effort will
be made to select a variety of types and breeds of horses. Symposium leader Bill
McMullin will be responsible for final selection of rider/horse pairs, based on review of
rider applications by the SFDA. Interested riders also must express willingness to
demonstrate the “wrong” way to ride particular parts of the tests, for instructional
purposes.

What breed/type horse would you be you riding?

Please let us know how you and your horse are successfully working at one level above
the level you wish to demonstrate and be instructed in at the Symposium. For example,
provide information about show, clinic or other experience:

Are you willing to demonstrate both the correct way to ride a movement or part of a test
and the wrong way?

Please note that we ask that no photos or videos be taken during riding demonstrations
at the symposium!

Please mail this form, along with a check for pre-registration auditor fees, to:
SFDA
c/o Taminy Marshall
PO BOX 2696
Corrales, NM 87048
PRE-REGRISTATION ENDS APRIL 5, 2019
Riders, if you are selected to ride in the Symposium, we will collect the difference
between Auditor and Rider Fees from you at the time Rider Participants are announced.
Thank you!
SFDA

